
Marine & Offshore



Damage at sea demands highly-skilled specialists

Damage after fires and other accidents on board 
ships and at offshore installations makes rigorous 
demands on expertise, experience and safety.

Thanks to the automatic fire-extinguishing equipment on 
ships and at installations of this type, it will often be possible 
to limit the primary damage after a fire. On the other hand, 
the consequential damage caused by soot, chlorides and the 
water used to put out the fire will often be comprehensive. 
In addition, it will almost always be necessary to carry out 
restoration on site - often under very cramped conditions. 

Ready to help world-wide - 24/7

Every hour that a ship or an offshore installation is not in 
operation has enormous eceonomic consequences. Rapid, 
goal-oriented measures are therefore absolutely decisive - 
both to minimize the immediate operating loss and to restrict 
the consequential damage that could otherwise result in 
a new breakdown, even greater operating loss and more 
expensive repairs in the long term.

There are teams of dedicated marine and offshore specialists 
at AREPA's damage control centres who are ready to turn out 
24 hours a day. The world is our workplace - irrespective of 
whether we are working at sea, in shipyards or in port.



AREPA helps you make the right decisions

Detailed damage analyses begin as soon as AREPA‘s 
specialists arrive at the scene of an accident. These initial 
measures can be carried out very rapidly thanks to the mobile 
equipment we bring along. The analyses are compiled in a 
report that provides an account of the extent of the damage 
and contains recommendations for further measures.

AREPA‘s expertise is recognised by insurance companies 
all over the world, which is why our analyses and reports 
are used everywhere as a basis for making decisions 
regarding restoration. AREPA can either act as a project 
manager for local companies or take total responsibility 
for performing the entire restoration process.

AREPA - Technical disaster recovery specialists

AREPA is one of the world's leading specialists in the fields 
of damage analysis, damage control and restoration. We 
specialize in analyzing and remedying problems caused by 
corrosion in technical equipment, electrical components and 
electronic installations that arise after fires and chemical 
impact from condensation, gases and liquids, etc.

We are all specialists in the marine and offshore sectors and 
have purpose-built equipment and specially-trained emergency 
teams at our disposal. Our expertise and know-how are based 
on more than 40 years' of experience and AREPA has performed 
projects in more than 60 countries throughout the world.

Learn More
For more on AREPA’s marine and offshore capabilities, or to learn more 
about our overall services, visit arepa.com. For 24/7 service, please call 
your local/regional response team found on the website. 
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